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Fast-growing Farmers Business Network was out of space and nearly out of time on its office
lease. They thought about building. They prioritized interstate visibility. Then business for the
agriculture-based technology company really took off.
“Once we realized we were going to run out of space faster than we anticipated, we had to get
busy solving the problem with an existing facility,” CEO Kelby Kleinsasser said. “And facilities
in the 30,000-square-feet range are not in large supply.”
Working with Lloyd Companies as both a developer and commercial realtor, Farmers Business
Network found a solution.
It leased most of a two-story office building developed by Lloyd at The Edges, a premier office
site in southwest Sioux Falls with interstate visibility, that previous was Globe University.
But that was just the start of the relationship.
“We talked about a five-year plan, and about us needing not just this space but the lower level
and more,” Kleinsasser said. “On their dime, they set it up so they could one day build a carbon
copy of this facility attached to it.”
Then it was time for construction to start. Fast.
“Before we even had a deal signed, Lloyd brought in a crew to start tearing out the second
floor,” Kleinsasser said. “I think they had a comfort level we were serious, but I give them a
bunch of credit for doing that. If they hadn’t there’s no way we could have been able to meet
our timeline.”
Lloyd quickly brought in VanDeWalle Architects, which produced a design that met Farmers
Business Network’s vision.
“That’s to Lloyd’s credit. They could see we didn’t have time to spend laying out our own
facility,” Kleinsasser said. “We had a crude vision and literally spent a couple of hours with
them and they came back a week later and nailed it on the first try.”
Project manager Cory Garbers took it from there.
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“It was a very quick buildout,” Garbers said. “Knowing the timeline, we got the architect
involved right away which saved time in the end on the design end while we worked on
gutting the entire 2nd floor. It had been a bunch of classrooms, the entire floor was gutted, the
bathrooms were expanded, we opened up the staircase and relocated the majority I.T.
equipment.”
Lloyd Construction did a full replacement of windows on every side of the building and
expanded the north-facing windows. At some point, the building will accommodate a walkway
to the company’s planned future building.
“They have big expansion plans, which is really nice, and we’ll be ready for them when the time
comes,” Garbers said.
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Some elements of the project such as sliding partition walls, flooring and custom woodwork
required careful planning to deliver to the job site on time, he added.
“They had some neat finishes with long lead times but it’s a very cool space,” he said. “It’s one
of the more unique buildouts I’ve done.”
The client agrees.
“It far exceeded our vision,” Kleinsasser said. “It was an incredible execution. I always felt like
they had our best interest in mind and it was totally transparent. I never felt like I was getting
the runaround.”
Critically, the building even was ready for his team a week ahead of schedule. Three months
after Kleinsasser signed his agreement with Lloyd, the project was done.
“I just don’t have enough good things to say about the folks at Lloyd,” Kleinsasser said. “They
took on a long-term view from the first meeting. The tone of the relationship was set, and it was
shared by everyone who worked on the team.”

